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Inefficient Cross-Presentation Limits the CD8ⴙ T Cell
Response to a Subdominant Tumor Antigen Epitope1
Pavel Otahal, Sandra C. Hutchinson,2 Lawrence M. Mylin,3 M. Judith Tevethia,
Satvir S. Tevethia, and Todd D. Schell4
CD8ⴙ T lymphocytes (TCD8) responding to subdominant epitopes provide alternate targets for the immunotherapy of cancer,
particularly when self-tolerance limits the response to immunodominant epitopes. However, the mechanisms that promote TCD8
subdominance to tumor Ags remain obscure. We investigated the basis for the lack of priming against a subdominant tumor
epitope following immunization of C57BL/6 (B6) mice with SV40 large tumor Ag (T Ag)-transformed cells. Immunization of B6
mice with wild-type T Ag-transformed cells primes TCD8 specific for three immunodominant T Ag epitopes (epitopes I, II/III, and
IV) but fails to induce TCD8 specific for the subdominant T Ag epitope V. Using adoptively transferred TCD8 from epitope
V-specific TCR transgenic mice and immunization with T Ag-transformed cells, we demonstrate that the subdominant epitope V
is weakly cross-presented relative to immunodominant epitopes derived from the same protein Ag. Priming of naive epitope
V-specific TCR transgenic TCD8 in B6 mice required cross-presentation by host APC. However, robust expansion of these TCD8
required additional direct presentation of the subdominant epitope by T Ag-transformed cells and was only significant following
immunization with T Ag-expressing cells lacking the immunodominant epitopes. These results indicate that limited cross-presentation coupled with competition by immunodominant epitope-specific TCD8 contributes to the subdominant nature of a tumorspecific epitope. This finding has implications for vaccination strategies targeting TCD8 responses to cancer. The Journal of
Immunology, 2005, 175: 700 –712.
he response of CD8⫹ T lymphocytes (TCD8)5 to microorganisms, tumors, and tissue grafts is typically focused
toward multiple epitopes with one or a few epitopes predominant (1, 2). These epitopes have been grouped into two broad
categories, dominant and subdominant, based on the relative frequency of TCD8 that respond following Ag exposure. Defining the
basis for this hierarchical response will provide insight for monitoring natural TCD8 immunity and developing vaccines to cancer
and infectious diseases. Multiple mechanisms can contribute to
immunodominance following immunization with complex Ags.
These include the efficiency of processes involved in Ag presentation such as peptide liberation from protein substrates (3–5),
TAP-dependent peptide transport into the endoplasmic reticulum
(6), transport of peptide-MHC complexes to the cell surface (7, 8),
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as well as the stability of peptide-MHC class I complexes (9, 10).
In addition, T cell precursor frequency (1, 11, 12), TCR avidity
(13, 14), the nature of the APC (15), and TCD8 competition for the
APC (16 –18) have been implicated. Thus, the position of an
epitope within the immunodominance hierarchy derives from the
interplay of multiple factors important for initiation of TCD8 responses. Because no general rules have been established to this
point, the basis for subdominance of a particular epitope must be
defined empirically.
Professional APC, such as dendritic cells, are capable of activating naive TCD8 following engagement of the TCR with MHC
class I/peptide complexes in addition to the provision of costimulatory signals such as B7/BB1 engagement with CD28 on the TCD8
(19). The antigenic peptides presented by MHC class I molecules
on professional APC can be either derived from de novo synthesized proteins within the APC (direct presentation) or from cellassociated Ags via the mechanism of cross-presentation (20 –22).
Cross-presentation is particularly important for priming TCD8 responses to tumor Ags because most tumor cells lack the expression
of costimulatory molecules (23–25).
The contribution of cross-presentation in establishing TCD8 immunodominance to tumor-specific epitopes remains unknown.
Cross-presentation can be influenced by the dose of Ag, as some
studies have shown that high levels of Ag are more efficiently
cross-presented than low levels of the same Ag (26 –29). Whether
variability in the TCD8 response to multiple epitopes within the same
protein can be attributed to differences in the efficiency of crosspresentation has not been investigated. In this study, we assessed the
mechanisms that contribute to the subdominant nature of the H-2Dbresticted epitope V (residues 489 – 497) from SV40 T Ag. The
tumor-specific TCD8 response to SV40 T Ag in C57BL/6 (B6) mice
is targeted against three dominant epitopes (designated epitopes I,
II/III, and IV) and one subdominant epitope (designated epitope V)
0022-1767/05/$02.00
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(30). The TCD8 response to the H-2Db-restricted epitope V is undetectable following immunization with wild type (wt) T Agtransformed cells, SV40, or even a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing full-length T Ag (31). This strict immunodomination is
relieved by deletion of the three immunodominant epitopes from T
Ag (32) or following immunization with a recombinant vaccinia virus
expressing epitope V as a minigene (33). Although epitope V-specific
TCD8 are not induced following immunization with wt T Ag, this
subdominant epitope is efficiently presented by T Ag-transformed
cells in vitro (32). One potential mechanism contributing to the
subdominant nature of epitope V in vivo is the relative instability of
the epitope V/Db complexes compared with the dominant T Ag
epitopes (30, 33), particularly under conditions where a fixed amount
of Ag is cross-presented. A recent study by Chen et al. (34) demonstrated that the subdominant nature of epitope V is maintained under
conditions where T Ag is exclusively cross-presented.
In the present study, we investigated the mechanism of epitope
V subdominance by measuring the response of epitope V-specific
TCR transgenic (TCR-V) T cells to immunization with syngeneic
or TAP1 knockout (TAP1⫺/⫺) T Ag-transformed cells. The results
indicate that epitope V is inefficiently cross-presented, resulting in
limited T cell priming and expansion. The additive effect of competition by immunodominant epitope-specific TCD8 further inhibits
the response to epitope V following immunization with wt T Ag.

Materials and Methods
Mice
C57BL/6 (H-2b), B6.129S2-Tap1tm1Arp (TAP1⫺/⫺), and B6.SJLPtprcaPep3b/BoyJ (B6.SJL) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory and used between the ages of 8 and 16 wk. TCR transgenic mice
specific for the T Ag epitope I (TCR-I mice) are on a B6 background and
were described previously (35). All mice were maintained at the animal
facility of the Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. All animal studies were
performed in accordance with guidelines established by the Pennsylvania
State University College of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee under an approved protocol.

Cloning of epitope V-specific TCR subunits from the CTL clone
Y-5
TCR sequences corresponding to both the ␣- and ␤-chains expressed by the
SV40 T Ag epitope V-specific CTL clone Y-5 (36) were derived as described previously (35). The TCR␣-chain combining region was amplified
by PCR from clone Y-5-derived cDNA using an antisense 3⬘-constant region oligonucleotide (5⬘-CGAGGATCTTTTAACTGGTA-3⬘) and a 5⬘variable region V␣4 chain sense oligo (5⬘-GCCACCTCCTTCCACTTG
CAGAAAG-3⬘), whereas the TCR V␤-chain combining region was
amplified using the 3⬘-antisense constant region oligonucleotide (5⬘-CTT
GGGTGGAGTCACATTTCT-3⬘) and a 5⬘-sense V␤7 oligonucleotide (5⬘AAGAAGCGGGAGCATTTCTTC-3⬘) (37–39). The Y-5 TCR␣ and
TCR␤ PCR products were subcloned into pUC19, and sequence analysis
revealed J␣18 and J␤1.3 usage, respectively. Sequencing of additional 5⬘extended V␣4 cDNA clones obtained by 5⬘-RACE (Invitrogen Life Technologies) from total Y-5 RNA was conducted to confirm the identity of the
variable region as V␣4.1. Accordingly, 3⬘-antisense genomic primers corresponding to intron sequences downstream of the respective TCR␣ and
TCR␤ joining regions (J␣18, 5⬘-TGCGGCCGCAAATTTTATACT
TACTGGGCTTGATAGATAAC-3⬘; J␤1.3, 5⬘-CACTGCAACCGCG
GCACCTCAGAGAGAA-3⬘) (38, 40) were used in combination, respectively, with sense primers corresponding to sequences located upstream of
the V␣4.1 (5⬘-CTTCCCGGGCTCAAAATATTTGTATTCACACACTCCA3⬘) or V␤7 (5⬘-CACACTTTCCTCGAGACCACCATGAGAGTTAGG-3⬘
(37, 39)) coding regions to amplify the corresponding genomic sequences from
CTL clone Y-5 nuclear DNA and incorporate restriction endonuclease cleavage sites at the ends of each product (␣, 5⬘-XmaI, 3⬘-NotI; ␤, 5⬘-XhoI, and
3⬘-KspI/SacII). The nucleotide sequences of the subcloned genomic V(D)J
fragments were verified and liberated from the cloning vector by endonuclease
digestion and ligated into the appropriately digested TCR␣ or ␤ expression
cassette plasmids (pT␣cass and pT␤cass, respectively, obtained from Dr. D.
Mathis (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA) (41)). The full-length Y-5␣and ␤-chain TCR expression cassette fragments were released by endonucle-
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ase digestion as previously described (35) and eluted from unstained agarose
gel slices directly into microinjection buffer.

Generation of SV40 T Ag TCR-V mice
Purified Y-5 TCR␣- and ␤-chain expression cassettes were combined before injection. Microinjection of fertilized embryos from B6 mice was performed as described previously (42). The presence of the ␣ and ␤ transgenes in weanlings was determined at 4 wk of age by PCR analysis of
tail-derived DNA using the following primer pairs: V␣4.1 chain sense,
5⬘-GAAGCCACCTCCTTCCACTTGCAG-3⬘; J␣18 chain antisense, 5⬘TGCGGCCGCAAATTTTATACTTACTGGGCTTGATAGATAAC-3⬘;
V␤7 chain sense, 5⬘-AAGAAGCGGGAGCATTTCTCC-3⬘; and J␤1.3
chain antisense, 5⬘-CACTGCAACCGCGGCACCTCAGAGAGAA-3⬘.
Amplification of the corresponding 160- and 200-bp fragments from
genomic DNA was diagnostic for the presence of the respective transgenes.
Expression of the transgene products was confirmed by staining lymphocytes from various lymphoid tissues with a TCR V␤7-specific mAb and a
Db/V tetramer (31). The founder line, line 459, was maintained by backcrossing transgene-positive males with B6 females, and progeny were
screened for the presence of both ␣ and ␤ TCR transgenes by PCR analysis
(35). A preliminary characterization of TCR-V transgenic mice was reported recently (43). Greater than 90% of TCD8 among PBL of TCR-V
mice are specific for epitope V, as indicated by positive staining with Db/V
tetramer (Fig. 1A). Importantly, the surface expression of CD44 on Db/V
tetramer⫹ T cells from TCR-V mice is low, which is consistent with a
naive phenotype for TCR-V T cells (Fig. 1A).

Cell lines and media
Cell lines used in this study are summarized in Table I. B6/T116A1 cells
(B6/V-only T Ag) express a T Ag variant in which epitopes I (residues
207–215) and II/III (residues 223–231) are deleted, and epitope IV is inactivated by alanine substitution of residues 406, 408, and 411 but in which
epitope V remains intact (31). B6/T5Aa (B6/wt T Ag) (30) and B6/K-0
(44) cells express wt T Ag. The cell line B6/122B1 (⌬I, II/III, IV, V)
expresses a T Ag derivative in which all four CTL determinants were
inactivated by substitution of critical MHC class I anchor residues (N210A,
N227A, F408A, and N493A) (31). The Ag loss variant B6/K-1,4 was derived by sequential in vitro coculture of B6/K-0 cells with T Ag-specific
CTL clones, which resulted in the selection of a clone expressing a T Ag
variant in which epitopes I and II/III are deleted, and epitope IV contains
an inactivating point mutation (45, 46). The cell line B6/K-1,4-SV was
derived previously from the B6/K-1,4 cells by supertransfection with a
plasmid encoding the wt T Ag (45). TAP1⫺/⫺ cells expressing either wt T
Ag or V-only T Ag were generated by transfection of B6.129S2-Tap1tm1Arp
mouse primary kidney cells with plasmid pPVU0 (47) encoding wt T Ag
and pSLM361-11 (31) encoding epitope V-only T Ag, respectively. To
ensure that the TAP1⫺/⫺ cells had the expected phenotype, we determined
their ability to activate LacZ-inducible T cell hybridomas specific for T Ag
dominant (I and IV) and subdominant (V) epitopes (Fig. 1B). Coincubation
of T cell hybridomas with B6-derived T Ag-transformed cells expressing
either wt or V-only T Ag resulted in ␤-galactosidase production by the
epitope V-specific T cell hybridoma. In contrast, T cell hybridomas specific
for epitopes I or IV were activated only following coincubation with wt T
Ag-expressing cells. T Ag-transformed cell lines on the TAP1⫺/⫺ background expressing either wt or V-only T Ag failed to activate T cell hybridomas. T Ag expression was confirmed by immunofluorescent staining
with T Ag-specific mAbs (data not shown). Thus, the T Ag-transformed
cell lines used here have the expected phenotypes and support previous
findings that epitope V is efficiently presented from wt T Ag in vitro (30,
33). All cell lines were maintained in DMEM and supplemented with 100
U/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin, 100 g/ml kanamycin, 2 mM
L-glutamine, 10 mM HEPES, 0.075% (w/v) NaHCO3, and 5–10% FBS.

Viruses and synthetic peptides
The recombinant vaccinia virus expressing human TAP1 and TAP2 proteins (VV-TAP(1 ⫹ 2) (48)) was obtained from Drs. J. R. Bennink and
J. W. Yewdell (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). The VV-SC
vaccinia virus contains only empty vector. Viruses were propagated and
titrated in HuTK⫺143 cells essentially as described previously (33). Peptides were synthesized at the Macromolecular Core Facility of the Milton
S. Hershey Medical Center by Fmoc chemistry using an automated peptide
synthesizer (9050 MiliGen PepSynthesizer; Millipore). Peptides were solubilized in DMSO and diluted to the appropriate concentration with RPMI
1640 medium. Peptides used in these experiments correspond to the SV40
T Ag epitope I (SAINNYAQKL; peptide I), epitope V (QGINNLDNL;
peptide V), and influenza virus nucleoprotein 366 –374 (ASNENMETM;
peptide Flu).
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FIGURE 1. Characterization of TCR-V transgenic mice and T Ag-transformed cell lines used for immunization. A, Characterization of T Ag epitope
V-specific TCR transgenic mice. PBL from TCR-V male and female mice were triple stained with anti-CD8␣ Ab, the indicated tetramer, and anti-CD44
Ab. Numbers in the upper right quadrant indicate the percentage of epitope-specific TCD8. Open histograms indicate the surface expression of CD44 on
Db/V tetramer⫹ T cells. The background fluorescence shown in closed histograms was determined on unstained cells. B, Recognition of T Ag-transformed
cells by epitope-specific LacZ T cell hybridomas. A total of 3 ⫻ 104 hybridoma cells specific for T Ag epitope I, IV, or V was incubated overnight with
an equal number of B6/wt T Ag, B6/V-only T Ag, B6/⌬ I, II/III, IV, and V cells lacking all H-2b CTL epitopes, TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag, and TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only
T Ag cells. Accumulation of LacZ in activated cells was detected by incubating culture lysates with the LacZ substrate, chlorophenol red-␤-D-galactopyranoside, and measuring the absorbance of the product at 575 nm using 630 nm as a reference wavelength.

Flow cytometric analysis
Ex vivo staining of TCD8 lymphocytes with MHC tetramers and primaryconjugated Abs was performed on single-cell suspension prepared from
spleens as described previously (31). Cells were then fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS and analyzed using a FACScan flow cytometer (BD
Biosciences). Routinely, at least 50,000 events were recorded. Data were
analyzed and prepared using FlowJo software (Tree Star). Production and
characterization of the MHC class I tetramers specific for the H-2Db/T Ag
epitope I (Db/I), H-2Db/T Ag epitope V (Db/V), H-2Kb/T Ag epitope IV
(Kb/IV), and H-2Db/influenza virus nucleoprotein epitope 366 –374 (Db/
Flu) was described previously (31). The following Abs were purchased
from BD Pharmingen: PE- and cychrome-labeled anti-mouse CD8a (clone
53-6-7), FITC-labeled anti-mouse TCR V␤7 (clone TR310), FITC-labeled
anti-mouse CD44 (clone IM7), FITC-labeled anti-mouse CD62L (clone
MEL-14), and FITC-labeled anti-mouse CD122 (clone TM-␤1). PE-labeled anti-mouse CD45.1 (clone A20). The percentage of TCD8 cells that
stained positive for T Ag-specific tetramer was determined by subtracting
the percentage of cells that stained positive for Db/Flu tetramer within the
same population.

In vivo proliferation assay
RBC-depleted lymphocytes derived from spleens and lymph nodes of
TCR-V transgenic mice were resuspended at 1 ⫻ 107/ml in PBS/0.2% BSA
and labeled with 5 M 5- and 6-CFSE (Molecular Probes) for 10 min at
37°C. Cells were than washed three times with PBS, resuspended in HBSS,
and injected i.v. at a dose of 5 ⫻ 106 clonotypic TCR-V T cells/B6 mouse.
The mice were then immunized i.p. the following day with T Ag-expressing cells. After 4 days, the dilution of the CFSE label was determined by
tetramer staining of splenic lymphocytes.

SV40-specific CTL clones and T Ag-specific LacZ-inducible T
cell hybridomas
SV40 epitope V specific CTL line 96 (T. D. Schell, unpublished results)
was derived from line SV11 mice by rVV-ES-V immunization followed by
booster with B6/WT-19 cells (49). Epitope I-specific CTL were obtained
by in vitro activation of spleen cells from line TCR-I mice using gammairradiated T Ag-transformed stimulator cells. LacZ-inducible T cell hybridomas specific for the T Ag epitopes I, IV, and V were generated by fusing
T Ag-specific CTL clones K-11 (epitope I (50)), Y-4 (epitope IV (45)), and
H-1 (epitope V (30)) with BWZ.36.1/CD8 cells (kindly provided by Dr. N.
Shastri, University of California, Berkeley, CA), using an approach detailed elsewhere (51). After in vitro selection in the presence of hypoxanthine/aminopterin/thymidine and hygromycin, the hybridoma clones re-

sponding to peptides specific for epitopes I, IV, and V were identified and
further cloned by limiting dilution.

In vitro and in vivo cytotoxicity assays
In vitro cytotoxicity assays were performed as described previously (30). T
Ag-transformed cell lines were treated with ␥-IFN (40 U/ml) for 48 h
followed by labeling overnight with 1 mCi of 51Cr per T-75 flask. The cells
were then trypsinized, washed once with PBS/0.1% BSA, resuspended at
5 ⫻ 106 cells/ml, and infected with the indicated vaccinia viruses at multiplicity of infection of 10 for 1 h at 37°C with occasional agitation. Cells
were then diluted with 10 ml of complete RPMI 1640 medium-10% FBS
and rocked at 37°C for an additional 4 h. After centrifugation, target cells
were resuspended in complete RPMI 1640 medium-10% FBS and added in
0.1-ml aliquots to 96-well V-bottom plates to yield 1 ⫻ 104 cells/well.
Effector cells were added to targets in 0.1-ml aliquots to give the E:T ratio
of 15 for CTL clone 96 and 10 for in vitro-activated TCR-I cells. Plates
were incubated for 4 h at 37°C in 5% CO2, and cells were then pelleted by
centrifugation (200 ⫻ g for 2 min). A total of 0.1 ml of supernatant was
transferred to glass tubes, and the radioactivity was counted in a Packard
Cobra model 5005 gamma counter. Percent-specific lysis was calculated as
follows: percent-specific lysis ⫽ ((experimental ⫺ spontaneous)/(maximum ⫺ spontaneous)) ⫻ 100, where spontaneous is the counts per minute
released from target cells incubated with medium alone, while maximum is
the counts per minute released from target cells incubated in the presence
of 2.5% SDS. All data represent the means of triplicate samples.
For in vivo cytotoxicity assays, targets were prepared from sex-matched
B6.SJL (CD45.1⫹) spleen cells incubated in the presence of the indicated
peptides (1 M) in RPMI 1640 medium/10% FBS at 37°C for 90 min and
washed three times. Targets were then labeled with different concentrations
of CFSE (5 M/peptide IV; 0.5 M/peptide I; 0.025 M/peptide Flu) for
10 min at 37°C in PBS/0.1% BSA, washed twice, and 2 ⫻ 106 cells/target
(6 ⫻ 106 total cells) were injected i.v. into the tail vein in 0.2 ml of HBSS.
The elimination of CFSE-labeled targets was assessed the next day by
staining splenic cells with PE-labeled anti-CD45.1 mAb. The following
formula was used to determine the percentage of specific killing: percentage ⫽ (1 ⫺ (ratio unprimed/ratio primed) ⫻ 100), where ratio ⫽ (percentage of CFSE low/percentage of CFSEhigh or medium).
35

S-metabolic labeling and pulse-chase immunoprecipitation of
SV40 T Ag
T Ag-expressing cells grown in T-75 flasks were starved for 1 h at 37°C in
methionine-free DMEM supplemented with 2% dialyzed FBS and then
pulsed for 1 h at 37°C with 400 Ci of [35S]methionine in 1 ml of medium.
After washing the cells three times with cold PBS, the label was chased for
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Table I. SV40 T Ag-transformed cell lines used in this study
Cell
Designation

Cell Type

Transforming Agent

B6/T5Aa
B6/T116A1

C57BL/6 embryo fibroblasts
C57BL/6 embryo fibroblasts

pLM234
pSLM361–11

B6/K-0
B6/K-1,4a
B6/K-1,4-SVb

C57BL/6 kidney
C57BL/6 kidney
C57BL/6 kidney

B6/122B1
(B6 ⌬I,
II/III, IV,
V T Ag)
TAP1⫺/⫺ wt

C57BL/6 embryo fibroblasts

pPVU0
Derived from K-0
Derived from K1,4 ⫹ pSV2neoSV40
PLMTS364 –1

TAP1⫺/⫺
361–11
a
b

B6.129S2-Tap1tm1Arp
kidney
B6.129S2-Tap1tm1Arp
kidney

T Ag Construct

WT
⌬207–215, ⌬223–231,
Y406A, F408A,
C411A (V-only T Ag)
WT
⌬134 –263, V405L
⌬134 –263, V405L T Ag
⫹ WT

H-2b CTL
Epitopes Present

References

I, II/III, IV, V
V

30
31

I, II/III, IV, V
V
I, II/III, IV, V

45
45
45

N210A, N227A, F408A,
N493A (no CTL
epitopes)

None

31

pPVU0

WT

I, II/III, IV, V

This study

pSLM361–11

⌬207–215, ⌬223–231,
Y406A, F408A,
C411A (V-only T Ag)

V

This study

K-0 epitope loss variant selected by coculture with T Ag-specific CTL clones in vitro.
K-1,4 cells transfected with pSV2neo-SV40 encoding WT T Ag.

the indicated time in the presence of 100-fold molar excess of cold methionine. Subsequently, cells were washed three times with cold PBS,
scraped into tubes, and centrifuged. The cell pellet was lysed in 1 ml of
lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 120 mM NaCl, 0.5% Nonidet P-40,
and protease inhibitors 1:100 (Sigma-Aldrich)) for 20 min on ice followed
by centrifuged at 12,000 ⫻ g for 5 min. Each cell lysate was precleared
with protein A-Sepharose beads conjugated with 2 mg/ml BSA for 2 h at
4°C. Precleared samples were immunoprecipitated overnight with Pab 901
(47) directed to the C-terminal of T Ag and a control Ab to herpes simplex
virus glycoprotein D (52). The immune complexes were collected on protein A-Sepharose beads, washed three times with radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 140 mM NaCl, 1% Triton
X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.1% SDS), once with SNNTE (50
mM Tris, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl, 5% sucrose, and 1% Nonidet P-40)
buffer, and denatured for 5 min at 95°C in 30 l of 2⫻ sample buffer (100
mM Tris-HCl, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 2% 2-ME, and 0.01% bromphenol
blue). Proteins were separated on 7.5% SDS polyacrylamide gel under
reducing conditions. Gels were fixed in methanol, acetic acid, and water
and were treated with Amplify (Amersham Biosciences) and dried. Autoradiography was performed at ⫺80°C using Kodak X-omat LS film.

Results
Naive TCR-V T cells recognize wt T Ag in vivo but only a
subset of cells proliferate
One explanation for the subdominant phenotype of epitope V is
that the precursor frequency in naive B6 mice might be limiting (1,
11, 12). To determine whether an increase in the precursor frequency of epitope V-specific TCD8 could overcome subdominance
following immunization with wt T Ag-expressing cells, we developed transgenic mice that express a TCR specific for epitope V to
provide a source of naive epitope V-specific TCD8. Line TCR-V
mice express the TCR␣- and ␤-chains from the epitope V-specific
CTL clone Y-5 on the B6 background (see Materials and Methods). Lymphocytes from TCR-V mice were transferred into B6
mice to determine their responsiveness to immunization with T
Ag-transformed B6 cells expressing either wt or V-only T Ag.
Groups of naive B6 mice received two different doses of TCR-V
T cells (1 ⫻ 106 or 1 ⫻ 107) followed by i.p. immunization with
wt or V-only T Ag-transformed cells the next day. Seven days
postimmunization, CD8⫹,Db/V tetramer⫹ spleen cells were quantitated. TCR-V T cells expanded dramatically in mice immunized
with B6/V-only T Ag-transformed cells (Fig. 2A). In mice that
received 1 ⫻ 106 donor cells, TCR-V T cells expanded to 24% of
TCD8 following immunization with B6/V-only T Ag-transformed

cells. Limited expansion of TCR-V T cells, representing 3.4% of
TCD8, was observed in mice immunized with B6/wt T Ag-transformed cells (Fig. 2A, left middle panel). A 10-fold increase in the
initial TCR-V donor population failed to result in further increases
in the percentage of TCD8 specific for epitope V following immunization (Fig. 2A, right panels). Likewise, a 5-fold increase in the
immunizing dose of B6/wt T Ag cells failed to result in increased
expansion of TCR-V T cells (data not shown). The absolute number of TCR-V T cells per spleen also was calculated to ensure that
the magnitude of the response was not biased by varying numbers
of total spleen cells among individual mice. The results are consistent with the data presented as percentages of TCD8 (Fig. 2A).
Thus, only limited accumulation of TCR-V T cells was observed
following immunization with wt T Ag, despite the presence of
large numbers of naive TCR-V T cells.
This result might be explained by a quantitatively small proportion of naive TCR-V T cells recognizing epitope V in vivo, despite
the large Ag dose used (1 ⫻ 107 B6/wt T Ag cells). Examination
of the cell surface phenotype of TCR-V T cells following immunization revealed that CD44 surface expression was up-regulated
on the majority of cells following immunization with either V-only
T Ag or wt T Ag-transformed cells (Fig. 2B). In contrast, only a
subset of TCR-V T cells down-regulated the CD62L lymph node
homing receptor or up-regulated the CD122 IL-2␤-chain receptor
following immunization with wt T Ag. Taken together, these results suggest that only a fraction of the TCR-V T cells are fully
activated following exposure to wt T Ag, consistent with limited T
cell expansion.
Because suboptimal T cell activation might fail to result in cell
division (53), we monitored the proliferation of CFSE-labeled
TCR-V T cells 4 days after transfer into B6 mice immunized with
either wt or V-only T Ag-transformed cells. Immunization with
V-only T Ag induced robust proliferation of TCR-V T cells, representing 71– 81% of splenic CD8⫹ Db/V tetramer⫹ cells (Fig.
2C). In contrast, immunization with wt T Ag-transformed cells
induced proliferation of only a small proportion of TCR-V T cells,
representing 17–19% of recovered TCR-V T cells. No proliferation was detected after immunization with cells expressing a T Ag
variant that lacks all defined TCD8 epitopes (data not shown).
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FIGURE 2. Activation and proliferation of TCR-V T cells in response to T Ag immunization. A, TCR-V expansion following immunization with T
Ag-transformed cells. B6 mice were adoptively transferred with either of two doses of TCR-V T cells (1 ⫻ 106 or 1 ⫻ 107) followed by immunization
the next day with 1 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag or B6/wt T Ag cells or remained unimmunized. Seven days postimmunization, spleen cells were triple stained
for CD8␣, Db/V tetramer, and cell surface markers CD44, CD62L, or CD122. The top value in each dot plot indicates the percentage of splenic TCD8 cells
positive for Db/V tetramer in one individual mouse, and the bottom value indicates the total number of TCR-V T cells per spleen ⫻106 ⫾ SD (n ⫽ 2
mice/group). B, Flow cytometric analysis of T cell activation markers. Histograms show the level of expression of the indicated cell surface markers on
the gated population of Db/V tetramer⫹,TCD8 cells shown in A. C, Immunization with wt T Ag-expressing cells induces extensive proliferation in a small
proportion of naive TCR-V T cells. A total of 5 ⫻ 106 CFSE-labeled TCR-V T cells was adoptively transferred into naive B6 mice; the next day, recipients
were immunized with 1 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag or B6/wt T Ag cells or remained unimmunized. Four days postimmunization, spleen cells were stained
for CD8␣ and Db/V tetramer to reveal the intensity of CFSE fluorescence on TCR-V T cells. Two individual mice per group are shown.

These experiments indicate that under conditions where T cell precursor frequency is not limiting, the subdominant phenotype of
epitope V is maintained.
Coexpression of wt T Ag inhibits the immunogenicity of the
epitope V-only T Ag variant
The finding that TCR-V T cells expanded dramatically following
immunization with V-only T Ag but not wt T Ag indicates that
TCD8 responding to the dominant epitopes inhibit the TCD8 response to the subdominant epitope V. To exclude the possibility
that the V-only T Ag is inherently more immunogenic than the wt
T Ag due to factors other than the lack of the dominant T Ag
epitopes, we determined whether wt T Ag would affect the immunogenicity of V-only T Ag when coexpressed in the same cell. To
perform this set of experiments, we used a panel of cell lines derived from the wt T Ag-transformed cell line B6/K-0. In a previous
study (44), sequential in vitro selection of B6/K-0 cells with CTL
clones specific for epitopes I and IV resulted in the isolation of

cells expressing a T Ag variant in which residues 134 –263 are
deleted, which removes epitopes I (206 –215) and II/III (223–231),
and an additional mutation at residue 405 (V3 L) inactivates
epitope IV (404 – 411) (30, 46). This cell line, called B6/K-1,4,
was subsequently supertransfected with a plasmid encoding wt T
Ag (32) such that both wt and V-only T Ag constructs are expressed in the same cell. Coexpression of the two T Ags in B6/
K-1,4-SV cells was demonstrated previously by immunoprecipitation of the two different-sized T Ag proteins (45). The expression
of wt T Ag in B6/K-1,4-SV cells restores presentation of all T Ag
epitopes in vitro, as shown by reactivity with epitope-specific CTL
clones (36, 45).
TCR-V T cells were transferred into B6 mice followed 1 day
later by immunization with 1) B6/K-0 (wt T Ag) cells, 2) B6/K-1,4
(V-only T Ag) cells, or 3) B6/K-1,4-SV (V-only ⫹ wt T Ags)
cells. Seven days after immunization, mice were sacrificed, and the
TCD8 response was evaluated by MHC tetramer staining (Fig. 3A).
Consistent with the data in Fig. 2, immunization with B6/K-0 (wt
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FIGURE 3. Coexpression of wt T Ag and V-only T Ag inhibits TCR-V T cell expansion. A, Quantitation of TCR-V T cells following immunization
with cells coexpressing wt and V-only T Ags. B6 mice were adoptively transferred with 5 ⫻ 106 TCR-V T cells and immunized the next day with 5 ⫻
107 B6/K-0 (wt T Ag), B6/K-1,4 (V-only T Ag), or B6/K-1,4-SV (expresses simultaneously wt T Ag and V-only T Ag) cells. Some mice received 5 ⫻
107 B6/K-0 cells mixed with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/K-1,4 cells or remained unimmunized. Seven days later, splenic TCD8 specific for epitope V were quantitated by
flow cytometry following staining with Db/V tetramer and anti-CD8 〈b. The values shown in the upper right quadrant indicate the percentage of splenic
TCD8 cells positive for Db/V tetramer. B, Flow cytometric analysis of activation markers on TCR-V T cells. Histograms show the level of expression of
the indicated cell surface marker on the population of Db/V tetramer⫹ TCD8 cells shown within the gate in A. C, Pulse-chase immunoprecipitation of T Ag
from T Ag-transformed cell lines. Cell lines, as indicated on the left, were metabolically labeled with [35S]methionine followed by chase in medium
containing unlabeled methionine for the indicated times (P; pulse, without chase). After preclearing with BSA-conjugated Sepharose 4B beads, lysates were
immunoprecipitated using Sepharose 4B beads conjugated with PAb901 Ab (⫹) or with negative control Ab anti-HSV gD (⫺). The beads were then
washed, denatured in sample buffer, and proteins were separated by SDS/7.5% PAGE. Size markers in kDa are shown on the left. The location of
immunoprecipitated proteins is indicated on the right.
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T Ag) cells led to only a weak expansion of naive TCR-V T cells
and the activation of a subset of cells as measured by modulation
of CD44, CD62L, and CD122 on the cell surface (Fig. 3B). In
contrast, immunization with B6/K-1,4 (V-only) cells led to a
5-fold expansion of TCR-V T cells (8.2% of TCD8 vs 1.6% of TCD8
in the HBSS group) and the induction of an activated phenotype on
the majority of cells. Importantly, immunization with B6/K1,4-SV cells (coexpressing wt and V-only T Ags) mimicked the
results obtained with cells expressing wt T Ag alone. In this group,
only partial activation and minimal expansion of TCR-V T cells
occurred (2.1% of TCD8). Thus, the potent immunogenicity of cells
expressing the V-only T Ag is inhibited by coexpression of wt T
Ag in the same cells.
To determine whether this inhibitory effect required that wt and
V-only T Ags be expressed in the same cells, a fourth group of
mice was immunized with B6/K-0 (wt T Ag) cells mixed with an
equal number of B6/K-1,4 (V-only T Ag) cells. TCR-V T cells
isolated from mice immunized with this cell mixture were fully
activated and expanded to the same level as in mice immunized
with B6/K-1,4 cells alone (Fig. 3, A and B). These results indicate
that the epitope V-specific TCD8 response is inhibited when TCD8
specific for the immunodominant epitopes can recognize the same
but not different cells. Whether this competition affects the TCD8
response to epitope V at the level of APC that are cross-presenting
T Ag or by preventing access to the tumor cells themselves remains to be determined.
Coexpression of wt T Ag does not alter the stability of epitope
V-only T Ag
Recent studies have suggested that cross-presented Ag is derived
from long-lived proteins found in the donor cell (54 –56). Thus, a
change in V-only T Ag stability might alter its immunogenicity. To
determine whether coexpression of wt T Ag alters the stability of
V-only T Ag, we performed pulse-chase immunoprecipitation of
the T Ags in B6/K-0, B6/K-1,4, and B6/K-1,4-SV cells (Fig. 3C).
The T Ags were detected as two prominent bands: 94 kDa corresponding to wt T Ag and 75 kDa corresponding to the epitope
V-only variant (⌬134-263 T Ag; Fig. 3C). The stability of V-only
T Ag was similar in both B6/K-1,4-SV cells and the parental B6/
K-1,4 cells. This finding demonstrates that wt T Ag does not adversely affect the stability of the V-only T Ag variant when coexpressed in the same cell, although it dramatically reduces the
epitope V immunogenicity of these cells. Therefore, the inability
of K-1,4-SV cells to induce significant expansion of naive TCR-V
T cells does not correlate with differences in protein stability
within the transformed cells.
Cross-presentation of T Ag leads to inefficient expansion of
TCR-V cells
The initiation of TCD8 responses to cell-associated Ags has been
shown to depend on cross-presentation by professional APC in
several experimental systems (57– 60). Thus, one possible explanation for the weak activation of TCR-V T cells following immunization with wt T Ag-transformed cells is that epitope V might be
poorly cross-presented compared with the immunodominant
epitopes. To examine the role of cross-presentation in the activation and the expansion of TCR-V T cells, we used TAP1⫺/⫺ cells
transformed with either wt or V-only T Ag for immunization.
TAP1⫺/⫺ cells are defective in the transport of cytosolic antigenic
peptides into the endoplasmic reticulum due to the absence of the
TAP1 component of the peptide transporter (61). Thus, these cells
are defective in the presentation of most endogenous Ags by MHC
class I molecules but are capable of donating Ag for cross-priming
in vivo (62).

To ensure that T Ag epitopes are not directly presented by T
Ag-transformed TAP1⫺/⫺ cells and that no other defects in these
cells could inhibit T cell recognition, we reconstituted the TAP1
protein by infecting each TAP1⫺/⫺ cell line with a recombinant
vaccinia virus expressing the TAP1 and TAP2 proteins ((VVTAP1 ⫹ 2); Ref. 48). TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells were efficiently
recognized by in vitro-activated T cells derived from TCR-I mice
after infection with VV-TAP(1 ⫹ 2) but not when infected with
vaccinia recombinant VV-SC expressing an empty vector (Fig.
4A). Likewise, TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only T Ag cells were lysed by a CTL
clone specific for epitope V after infection with VV-TAP(1 ⫹ 2)
but not after infection with empty vector VV-SC. Thus, the expected T Ag epitopes are presented by TAP1⫺/⫺ cells following
restoration of functional TAP. No CTL lysis was detected following infection of T Ag epitope null cells (B6/122B1) with VVTAP(1 ⫹ 2) or with VV-SC. In addition, T Ag epitope-specific
LacZ T cell hybridomas failed to recognize the T Ag-transformed
TAP1⫺/⫺ cells (see Materials and Methods). These results demonstrate that TAP1⫺/⫺ cells expressing wt or V-only T Ag do not
directly present T Ag epitopes for T cell recognition unless functional TAP is restored. In the absence of direct presentation of
epitopes on the surface of T Ag-transformed cells, the TCD8 response induced by immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ cells can be attributed solely to the cross-presentation of T Ag by host APC.
To determine the efficiency of epitope V cross-presentation in
vivo, we measured the activation, proliferation, and accumulation
of TCR-V T cells in B6 mice immunized with TAP1⫺/⫺ cells.
These results were compared with cross-presentation of a dominant T Ag epitope, using TCR transgenic T cells specific for the
immunodominant T Ag epitope I (TCR-I cells; Ref. 35). Mice
were adoptively transferred with naive TCR-I (Fig. 4B) or TCR-V
(Fig. 4C) T cells. The following day, mice that received TCR-I T
cells were immunized with B6/wt T Ag or TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Agtransformed cells or remained unimmunized. Similarly, TCR-V T
cell recipients were immunized with B6/V-only T Ag or TAP1⫺/
⫺V-only T Ag-transformed cells or remained unimmunized. After
7 days, spleen cells were analyzed. Naive TCR-I T cells expanded
to 49 and 12% of splenic TCD8 cells, respectively, following priming with the B6- or TAP1⫺/⫺-derived wt T Ag-expressing cells,
(Fig. 4B). TCR-I T cells recovered from both sets of mice expressed high levels of CD44. Likewise, TCR-V T cells expanded
to 32% of splenic TCD8 cells and up-regulated CD44 after priming
with B6/V-only T Ag-expressing cells (Fig. 4C) but failed to expand significantly after priming with TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only T Ag-expressing cells. In addition, only a small population of TCR-V T
cells showed up-regulation of CD44. This result suggests that only
a small fraction of naive TCR-V T cells detected the presence of
cross-presented epitope V following immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺
V-only T Ag-expressing cells and failed to expand significantly.
Because no apparent increase in TCR-V frequency was observed 7 days postimmunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only T Ag-expressing cells, we asked whether any TCR-V cells were induced to
proliferate early after immunization. Thus, the experiment shown
in Fig. 4, B and C, was repeated using CFSE-labeled TCR-I and
TCR-V donor cells. Three days after immunization, spleen cells
were analyzed to determine the extent of TCR-I and TCR-V T cell
proliferation. The data in Fig. 4D show that TCR-I T cells proliferated extensively after immunization with B6/wt T Ag or
TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells. The TCR-V T cells similarly proliferated
after immunization with B6/V-only T Ag. Importantly, immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only T Ag cells triggered proliferation in
only a subset of TCR-V T cells (28% CFSE negative). This result
demonstrates that cross-presentation of epitope V results in proliferation of only a fraction of naive TCR-V T cells and implies
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FIGURE 4. Cross-presentation of epitope V leads to proliferation of only a subset of naive TCR-V T cells. A, CTL recognition of T Ag-expressing
TAP1⫺/⫺ cells. 51Cr-labeled T Ag-transformed cells were infected at multiplicity of infection ⫽ 10 with vaccinia viruses expressing TAP 1 ⫹ 2 (VVTAP(1 ⫹ 2)) or VV-SC containing no insert. Following 5 h of infection, target cells were combined with a CTL clone specific for T Ag epitope V at an
effector-to-target cell ratio (E:T) of 15:1 and with in vitro-activated TCR-I T cells at an E:T of 10:1 for 4 h. B6/T122B1 cells express a T Ag variant lacking
all H-2b CTL epitopes (⌬ I, II/III, IV, V). B, Flow cytometric analysis of TCR-I T cell response to immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ cells. Naive B6 mice were
adoptively transferred with 1 ⫻ 106 TCR-I T cells followed by immunization with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/wt T Ag (TAP⫹/⫹) cells, TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells, or with
vehicle (HBSS). Seven days postimmunization, spleen cells were triple stained with anti-CD8␣ Ab, the indicated tetramer and anti-CD44 Ab. The values
in upper right quadrants indicate the percentage of splenic TCD8 that are positive for either Db/I tetramer or Db/V tetramer. Histograms show the level of
surface expression of CD44 on the gated population of tetramer⫹,TCD8. C, Flow cytometric analysis of TCR-V T cell response to immunization with
TAP1⫺/⫺ cells. Naive B6 mice were adoptively transferred with 1 ⫻ 106 TCR-V T cells followed by immunization with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag (TAP⫹/⫹)
cells, TAP1⫺/⫺V-only T Ag cells, or with vehicle (HBSS). Cells were analyzed as in B. D, In vivo proliferation of CFSE-labeled TCR transgenic T cells.
Mice were adoptively transferred with CFSE-labeled TCR-I (top) or TCR-V (bottom) T cells and immunized the next day with the indicated B6 or TAP1⫺/⫺
cells or left unimmunized (HBSS). Three days after immunization, spleen cells were stained for CD8␣ and Db/I or Db/V tetramer, and the intensity of CFSE
fluorescence on TCR-I and TCR-V T cells was determined by flow cytometry.
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that additional direct presentation of epitope V by the B6/V-only T
Ag-transformed cells also is required for maximal expansion of
these activated TCD8. By comparison, direct presentation of
epitope I by wt T Ag-transformed cells was shown to be dispensable for inducing proliferation of TCR-I T cells by day 3 postimmunization. However, a role for direct presentation of epitope I by
wt T Ag-transformed cells in obtaining maximal TCR-I T cell
expansion is suggested because TCR-I T cells accumulated to
higher levels by day 7 postimmunization with B6 vs TAP1⫺/⫺ wt
T Ag cells (Fig. 4B).
Direct presentation alone by T Ag-transformed cells is not
sufficient to prime naive TCR-V T cells
To address the possibility that T Ag-transformed cells can prime
naive TCR-V T cells directly and initiate an immune response in
the absence of costimulatory signals provided by professional APC
cross-presenting T Ag, we compared the response of adoptively
transferred TCR-V T cells to immunization in B6 vs TAP1⫺/⫺
hosts. To ensure that only naive TCR-V T cells were transferred,
TCD8 expressing low amounts of cell surface CD44 were sorted by
flow cytometry before adoptive transfer (Fig. 5B). B6 and
TAP1⫺/⫺ mice were adoptively transferred with TCR-V T cells
and immunized on the same day with B6/V-only T Ag-expressing
cells. Seven days later, mice were sacrificed, and TCR-V T cell
expansion was evaluated.
Consistent with our previous results, naive TCR-V T cells expanded dramatically in B6 mice immunized with B6/V-only T Ag
(Fig. 5A). In contrast, immunization of TAP1⫺/⫺ mice with B6/
V-only T Ag-expressing cells did not lead to detectable expansion
of TCR-V T cells. To ensure that TCR-V T cells could respond to
specific immunization in TAP1⫺/⫺ hosts, one group of TAP1⫺/⫺
mice was immunized with a vaccinia virus recombinant expressing
epitope V as a minigene preceded with an endoplasmic reticulumtargeting sequence (rVV-ES-V) in addition to B6/V-only T Ag
cells. The use of rVV-ES-V bypasses any requirements for TAP in
the presentation of epitope V (33). TCR-V T cells expanded to
⬃18% of TCD8 in these mice, confirming the ability of the sorted
TCR-V T cells to expand in TAP1⫺/⫺ mice. Thus, direct presentation of epitope V by B6/V-only T Ag-transformed cells is not
sufficient to induce the extensive accumulation of TCR-V T cells
observed in B6 mice. This finding is consistent with the results of
others who demonstrated that cross-presentation of Ag by host
APC is required for activation of naive TCD8 (60, 63). Taken together, the results in Figs. 4 and 5 suggest that limited cross-pre-

sentation of epitope V is needed to activate a few naive TCR-V T
cells in B6 mice, but direct presentation of Db/V complexes by T
Ag-transformed cells drives the more extensive proliferation observed following immunization with V-only T Ag-transformed
cells.
Cross-presentation of epitope V inefficiently boosts memory
TCD8
We next determined the extent to which Ag experienced TCD8
specific for epitope V were reactivated following cross-presentation of epitope V. For this experiment, we used the endogenous
epitope V-specific TCD8 established in B6 mice following primary
immunization with B6/V-only T Ag-transformed cells. At days 14
and 21 postimmunization, primed mice were boosted with either
B6 or TAP1⫺/⫺ cells expressing wt or V-only T Ag. Seven days
later, the immune response to T Ag was analyzed using both MHC
tetramer staining and the in vivo cytotoxicity assay (Fig. 6). Mice
that received only primary immunization 28 days earlier with B6/
V-only T Ag cells had low levels of epitope V-specific TCD8
(HBSS; 0.2%) and failed to show any significant elimination of
peptide V-coated targets in the in vivo cytotoxicity assay. Epitope
V-specific in vivo cytotoxicity was observed at earlier times after
immunization (data not shown). Epitope V-specific T cells increased 30-fold following boosters with B6/V-only cells, representing 6% of splenic TCD8, and this resulted in the elimination of
79% of peptide V-pulsed target cells. As expected, there was no
elimination of peptide I-pulsed target cells in these mice. Boosting
with B6/wt T Ag cells led to a 10-fold increase in the percentage
of TCD8 specific for epitope V (B6/wt; 2%) compared with unboosted mice and resulted in a detectable population of epitope Iand IV-specific T cells (2 and 12%, respectively). Accordingly, the
in vivo cytotoxicity assay revealed killing of both peptide I- and
V-coated targets (82 and 63% elimination, respectively) following
boosting with B6/wt T Ag cells.
In contrast to boosting with B6-derived T Ag-transformed cells,
TAP1⫺/⫺ cells expressing either epitope V-only T Ag or wt T Ag
failed to induce significant expansion of the epitope V-specific
memory T cells. However, some reactivation of epitope V-specific
memory T cells was indicated by increased levels of killing against
peptide V-pulsed target cells following boosting with TAP1⫺/⫺ Vonly T Ag cells (20% elimination) and TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells (8%
elimination). In contrast, immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells
induced detectable responses against epitopes I and IV (1 and 2% of

FIGURE 5. Direct priming by T Ag-transformed cells in the absence of cross-presentation is not sufficient to expand TCR-V T cells. A, Analysis of
TCR-V T cell expansion in TAP1⫺/⫺ mice. FACS-sorted naive TCR-V T cells (1 ⫻ 106) were adoptively transferred into gamma-irradiated (400 rad)
TAP1⫺/⫺ mice or nonirradiated B6 control mice. Recipient mice were immunized with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag (TAP⫹/⫹) on the same day or received
HBSS as a control. One group of TAP1⫺/⫺ mice was immunized with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag cells plus i.p. immunization with 1 ⫻ 107 PFU of VV-ES-V.
The values show the percentage of Db/V tetramer⫹ T cells of splenic TCD8. This experiment was repeated twice with similar results. B, Phenotype of donor
TCR-V T cells. CD44low-expressing CD8⫹ T cells from naive TCR-V mice were sorted by flow cytometry before transfer into TAP1⫺/⫺ mice.
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FIGURE 6. Epitope V memory TCD8 preferentially expand in response to direct presentation by T Ag-transformed cells. Groups of two or three B6 mice
were immunized with 5 ⫻ 107 B6/V-only T Ag cells. Two and 3 wk later, mice were boosted with the same dose of B6/V-only T Ag, B6/wt T Ag, TAP1⫺/⫺
V-only T Ag, or TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells or received no boost (HBSS). One week later, spleen cells from individual mice were analyzed for the presence
of TCD8 specific for epitopes I, IV, and V by costaining with MHC class I tetramers. The data are presented as a percentage of splenic TCD8 that stained
specifically with the indicated tetramer, and the background staining on naive B6 mice was subtracted and did not exceed 1% of TCD8. Mice were
simultaneously analyzed for the presence of epitope I- and V-specific effector T cells by in vivo cytotoxicity assay. B6.SJL spleen cell targets were incubated
with peptides V, I, or Flu control peptide. Peptide-pulsed cells were then differentially labeled with CFSE (5, 0.5, and 0.025 M, respectively), and 2 ⫻
106 of each target population were injected 18 h before analysis of CD45.1⫹ cells reisolated from spleens by flow cytometry. Histograms for representative
mice are shown. The values indicate the percentage of specific elimination of CD45.1⫹ targets (see Materials and Methods).

splenic TCD8 cells, respectively) and efficient killing of peptide Icoated targets (78% elimination). These results suggest that crosspresentation of epitope V alone is unable to expand epitope V-specific
memory TCD8. Efficient expansion required direct presentation of
epitope V/Db complexes by B6-derived V-only or wt T Agtransformed cells. By comparison, cross-presentation of wt T Ag led
to expansion of the endogenous epitope I- and IV-specific TCD8,
although the frequencies achieved were reduced compared with immunization with B6/wt T Ag cells.

Discussion
Transfer of Ag from tumor cells to professional APC provides a
viable mechanism to present tumor Ag epitopes for activation of
naive TCD8 in cases where tumor cells lack the necessary costimulatory molecules. In support of this mechanism, cross-presentation
of tumor Ags has been documented in multiple tumor systems (28,
58, 64 – 67). In this article, we demonstrate that the efficiency of
cross-presentation can vary for epitopes within the same tumor Ag.
Our results indicate that the subdominant epitope V is only weakly
cross-presented in vivo from T Ag-transformed cells. Inefficient
cross-presentation led to priming of only a subset of naive TCR-V
T cells and also failed to significantly expand epitope V-specific
memory TCD8. However, under cross-priming conditions, all naive
immunodominant TCR-I T cells were induced to proliferate and
expanded to substantial levels. In addition, immunization of B6
mice with TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells primed endogenous TCD8 specific for epitopes I and IV. These data indicate that the subdominant epitope V is poorly cross-presented, whereas the immunodominant T Ag epitopes are more efficiently cross-presented under
the same conditions. Thus, limited cross-presentation in vivo contributes to the subdominant nature of T Ag epitope V following
immunization with T Ag-transformed cells.
Previous investigations of epitope V revealed that this antigenic
peptide forms relatively short-lived complexes with H-2Db compared with the dominant epitopes of T Ag (30, 33). Thus, in a
system where only a limited amount of epitope is available, such
as might occur during cross-presentation of cell-associated Ags,
epitopes that are generated less efficiently or form more labile
complexes with MHC class I molecules would be at a disadvan-

tage regarding T cell priming by the APC (68). Cross-presentation
involves the transfer of cell-associated Ag from a donor cell to a
host professional APC (60). Although the nature of the cross-presented substrate has not been clearly identified, recent reports (54 –
56) suggest that the substrate for cross-presented Ags are native
proteins or larger protein fragments. Our data indicate that crosspresentation of the epitope V is severely compromised even
though cross-presentation of immunodominant T Ag epitopes
within the same protein is maintained. Thus, one possible explanation is that the relatively short half-life of epitope V/Db complexes generated in the APC from a fixed amount of transferred T
Ag might provide limited opportunity for cross-priming to occur
before epitope V/Db complexes fall below detectable levels. Such
a mechanism has been proposed to explain immunodominance to
some minor histocompatibility Ags (69). Furthermore, the instability of peptide/MHC complexes has been shown to limit the immunogenicity of an epitope derived from the gp100 tumor-associated Ag (70) and may explain the subdominant nature of a
Listeria monocytogenes-derived epitope from the p60 protein (71).
Recent studies investigating T cell activation in vivo have suggested that naive T cells require only a brief encounter with the Ag
(4 – 8 h) to result in the modulation of cell surface receptors such
as CD44 and CD69 but require more extended Ag exposure to
enter productive proliferation and acquire effector function (72,
73). It should be noted that these studies were performed using
immunodominant epitope-specific T cells and have yet to be confirmed using T cells specific for a subdominant epitope. Given the
need for such time periods and the lability of epitope V/Db complexes, the opportunity for extended Ag engagement with APC
cross-presenting epitope V in vivo might be limited, resulting in
proliferation of only a small number of epitope V-specific T cells.
Pamer and colleagues (74) previously demonstrated that premature
termination of L. monocytogenes infection at 12 h by antibiotic
treatment resulted in a dramatic decrease in the number of subdominant epitope-specific TCR transgenic TCD8 that proliferate, whereas
the expansion of dominant epitope-specific TCR transgenic TCD8 was
reduced only 2-fold. As in the model used here, this difference is
consistent with the relative low stability of the subdominant epitope/
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MHC complexes. Thus, the rapid loss of peptide/MHC complexes
correlates with triggering of relatively fewer naive TCD8.
Alternatively, epitope V may be inefficiently processed and presented by professional APC compared with the immunodominant
epitopes as has been reported for some subdominant epitopes (75).
We have shown previously that epitope V-specific CTL efficiently
recognize IFN-␥-treated wt T Ag-transformed fibroblast cells, suggesting that induction of immunoproteasomes in general does not
preclude presentation of epitope V in vitro (33). However, whether
epitope V may be generated less efficiently by APC in vivo is
unknown.
The ability of tumor cells to directly prime TCD8 responses in
vivo has been implicated under conditions in which the tumor cells
are able to migrate to the draining lymph nodes (25). The finding
that cross-presentation of epitope V alone induces inefficient expansion of naive TCR-V T cells prompted us to investigate
whether direct presentation by the B6/V-only T Ag cells was sufficient to result in priming and expansion of TCR-V T cells. However, lack of TCR-V T cell expansion in TAP1⫺/⫺ hosts following
immunization with B6/V-only T Ag cells indicated that direct
priming alone was not sufficient to activate and expand naive
TCR-V T cells. Why then do TCR-V T cells expand so dramatically in B6 mice following immunization with B6/V-only T Ag
cells? We suggest that TCR-V T cell activation requires initial
cross-presentation by host APC, but more extensive expansion occurs only after direct presentation by the T Ag-transformed cells
themselves. This scenario is supported by the finding that a small
population of TCR-V T cells are initially induced to proliferate
following immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ V-only T Ag cells but fail
to expand significantly. B6/V-only T Ag immunization could provide substrate for both cross-presentation to activate a few naive
TCR-V T cells and direct presentation by the tumor cells themselves to drive further expansion. In this manner, constitutive direct presentation by the tumor cells could supplement the limited
number of labile complexes found on the APC. Whether this interaction might happen simultaneously or serially remains to be
determined but could be explained by the formation of three cell
complexes in the lymphoid organs such that host APC cross-presenting epitope V, tumor cells directly presenting epitope V and
TCR-V T cells interact simultaneously.
The participation of direct presentation by the tumor cells in
driving TCD8 expansion in this model is also implied for the immunodominant epitopes. In this case, we found that efficient priming of naive TCR-I T cells was similar 3 days following immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells or B6/wt T Ag cells. However,
total accumulation by day 7 was significantly higher following
immunization with B6/wt T Ag cells, suggesting that additional
direct presentation by the tumor cells led to enhanced expansion of
TCD8 cells. This scenario is also supported by the finding that
immunization of B6 mice with TAP1⫺/⫺ wt T Ag cells induced
fewer endogenous epitope I and IV-specific TCD8 than the B6derived cells. Thus, the combination of cross-presentation of T Ag
epitopes for activation of naive TCD8 plus additional direct presentation of T Ag epitopes by the tumor cells might lead to more
efficient expansion of activated TCD8. However, this effect might
be more dramatic for weaker TCD8 responses.
In addition to inefficient cross-presentation of epitope V, our
results indicate that the presence of TCD8 responding to the dominant T Ag epitopes contribute to the subdominant nature of
epitope V. This is most evident in experiments in which immunization with B6/V-only T Ag cells led to extensive expansion of
naive TCR-V T cells, while B6/wt T Ag cells led to only minimal
expansion. This was demonstrated using two different epitope Vonly T Ag constructs, indicating that this effect is due to the ab-

sence of immunodominant T Ag epitopes and not other intrinsic
factors of the particular cell line. The frequency of epitope-specific
T cell precursors has been shown to alter the immunodominance
hierarchy in several Ag systems (1, 11, 12). Our results demonstrate that epitope V remains subdominant, even in the presence of
supraphysiological numbers of naive TCR-V T cells and pre-existing endogenous memory T cells specific for epitope V. The inability of TCR-V T cells to expand significantly following immunization with B6/wt T Ag-expressing cells is likely due to the
combination of inefficient cross-presentation of epitope V coupled
with competition by the immunodominant T Ag epitope-specific
TCD8.
Previous studies on T cell competition revealed that presentation
of dominant and subdominant epitopes by the same APC is required for maintenance of the immunologic hierarchy (11, 16 –18,
76, 77). Kedl et al. (17) suggested that T cell interaction with
specific peptide-MHC complexes on the surface of the APC induced the loss of that particular complex, thereby preventing activation of lower-affinity TCD8 specific for the same epitope. However, this mechanism does not explain domination of one epitope
over another. Experiments using minor histocompatibility Ags
demonstrated that TCD8 cells can compete for different epitopes if
presented by the same APC (18, 78, 79). The nature of this competition was proposed to be of either a steric nature, competition
for cytokines in the local environment, inactivation of the APC via
cell killing or another unknown mechanism. Although this phenomenon, called cross-competition (76), was reported to be far less
efficient than the competition with TCD8 cells of the same specificity, we reasoned that it might play a significant role under certain conditions, particularly if Ag is limiting as is suggested for
epitope V.
Although our results indicate that TCD8 responding to the immunodominant T Ag epitopes inhibit expansion of epitope V-specific TCD8, the mechanism remains unknown. We suggest that
competition may occur at the level of the tumor cells themselves.
The finding that epitope V memory TCD8 are less efficiently expanded by B6/wt T Ag cells than B6/V-only T Ag cells suggests
that competition for the tumor cells following priming of endogenous TCD8 specific for the immunodominant epitopes limits the
expansion of epitope V-specific memory TCD8. Conversely, there
was minimal expansion of epitope V-specific memory TCD8 following immunization with TAP1⫺/⫺ wt or V-only T Ag-expressing cells, suggesting that the endogenous epitope V-specific memory TCD8 are responding preferentially to direct presentation by the
tumor cells. The additional finding that coimmunization with a
mixture of wt and V-only T Ag-transformed B6 cells led to efficient expansion of naive TCR-V T cells suggests that immunodomination requires copresentation of the dominant and subdominant epitopes by the same cell. Our results do not rule out the
possibility that TCD8 responding to the dominant epitopes also can
act at the level of the cross-presenting APC. In fact, this mechanism might be more important for inhibiting priming of the endogenous epitope V-specific TCD8 response because fewer precursor TCD8 are available in the normal repertoire of B6 mice than in
the experiments using adoptively transferred TCR-V T cells.
The results presented in this article suggest that when multiple
TCD8 epitopes derive from the same antigenic protein, epitopespecific factors that affect cross-presentation can limit TCD8 immunity. Thus, even if an epitope is directly presented on tumor
cells that constitutively express the antigenic protein, transfer of a
fixed amount of tumor Ag to the APC might result in subthreshold
levels of peptide/MHC complexes to activate a significant number
of TCD8. One potential benefit of this effect for the tumor-specific
TCD8 repertoire is that TCD8 specific for poorly cross-presented
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self-tumor epitopes might be less susceptible to tolerance induction due to limited presentation of epitopes in the steady state. We
have shown previously that epitope V-specific TCD8 are less susceptible to both central and peripheral tolerance mechanisms than
the immunodominant T Ag epitopes in T Ag transgenic mice developing spontaneous tumors (43, 49, 80). Thus, T cells specific
for epitopes that are poorly cross-presented might represent good
vaccine candidates for cancer as they may be less susceptible to
tolerance yet capable of responding to specific immunization approaches. Our results, and those of others (11, 16), also suggest
that immunization with individual epitopes, as opposed to multisubunit vaccines, would reduce the development of immunological
hierarchies for epitopes that are limited by cross-presentation, allowing efficient priming of both dominant and subdominant
epitope-specific TCD8. Thus, future vaccination approaches that
require cross-presentation should consider the epitope-specific factors that affect the efficiency of TCD8 responses.
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